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Advances in technology today, making individuals or organizations kept thinking to be able to develop knowledge and expertise in all fields. Without the awareness, development of technology that very rapid progress in terms of software and hardware. Especially in the field of computers, applications software development more and more popping up. With the participation and innovation are more advanced and of course supported by a computer, any individual or organization can create an application using the software that has been widely known by computer users in particular and society in general. Process with the use of computers known as computerization. Computerized almost required for every individual or a intansi including intansi in education, in order to obtain information faster and more accurate in terms of making a decision. In the world of Education student administration strongly support the payment process the school's performance, particularly private schools where each school activities and the income derived from payment of student administration, payable monthly. Therefore a good idea every income and expenditure broken down properly and accurately, but currently lack the facilities to facilitate the processing of each student and the administration based on results obtained by the authors of the observations to several elementary schools located in the area of South Jakarta, on average, from elementary school The students used to process data manually, such as hand writing on a book, to pancatatan in payment of school administration, even in filling the biodata of students, something similaris often used.